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Floods at
the beach
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By Devon Beck
CONTRIBUTOR
Several students, residents and
visitors of the Mission Beach area
were without water due to a broken
water main that caused significant
traffic delays. Some people even
reported having their garages or
houses flooded.
The break occurred on April 15 at
the intersection of West Mission Bay
Drive and Bayside Walk.
The flood left shops, restaurants
and a hotel temporarily without
plumbing and was caused by a burst
in a 40-year-old, 12-inch iron pipe,
according to ABC10.
Because there was no access to
water, the city sent in "water wagons"
which served the properties along the
closed areas of the road.
The pipe began flooding Mission
Boulevard and West Mission Bay
Drive around noon on Tuesday,
leaving many residents and tourists
unable to walk on the street or get
around town at a reasonable time.
According to the San Diego Water
Department, it took crews around
90 minutes to stop the overflow.
Fortunately, no houses or businesses
reported any major damage due to the
flooding.
The flood also caused a major
detour for people leaving and returning
from the Mission Beach area. Many
USD students said it took them 40
minutes or longer to commute in or
out of Mission Beach to get to class.
"Due to them blocking off the
street from the Bahia to Mission
Boulevard, I had to walk from the
Bahia parking lot to Isthmus," junior
Brad Tuz said. "I was going to move
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PRIDE event goes on amid appeals to Vatican
Students celebrate gender expression and identity for the third year in a row
By Elizabebt Quandt
' CONTRIBUTOR
The Supreme Drag Superstar III
went on despite a petition denouncing
the show as a "scandal" that went all
the way to The Vatican.
USD PRIDE, a student-run
organization that supports the LGBT
community, sponsored and hosted
the event on April 10 as a celebration
of gender expression in the face of
ongoing efforts to ban the event.
The show was a performance
competition hosted by the charismatic
master
of
ceremonies,
Tootie
Nerfertootie, a local gay activist. The
show consisted of various musical
performances and academic talks
geared towards informing the audience
about the history of cross dressing.
Lola La Chola was among the first
to strut on stage, getting the crowd
going with her performance of "Let it
Go to Get Right." Her performance had
the crowd cheering and laughing as she
encouraged the audience to participate.
Lori Watson, a
philosophy
professor and the director of the Women
and Gender Studies Program read a
speech titled "We are all in Drag." This
speech took the audience on a journey
through the history of cross dressing by
outlining various cultural customs that
were aimed at regulating what people
could and should wear. The central
message of the speech argued that
controlling what others can wear limits
that person's freedom and birthright to
express individuality.
Senior Livier Gomez said that the
event was very informative and helped
her better understand the issues that
the LGBT community faces. Raised
in a conservative Catholic household,
Gomez said that she experienced
apprehension before attending the
show. By the end of the show, her
apprehension had faded.
"The show had such a positive and
inspiring atmosphere, I don't see why

people want to get rid of this event,"
Gomez said.
Gomez admitted
that
prior
to the show she was not aware of
the difference between the terms
transgender, transsexual and bisexual.
In the end, she said she left with a sense
or respect and curiosity towards people
who are different from her.
Senior Niko Pascua, the contest
winner three years in a row, has been
an active participant in the organization
of this event.
"[The show] is a really great
chance to lump together entertainment
with a particular population that
doesn't get a whole lot of traction here
at USD," Pascua said. "A population
that a lot of people, at USD almost
never encounter."
When Pascua first eame to USD, he
was nervous that he would have to keep
his sexual orientation hidden in order
to fit in at a catholic institution. After
working with PRIDE, Pascua found
the opportunity to openly embrace and
express his gender identity.
"Coming to USD, I felt tolerated
but not accepted to the point where I
can walk on stage as a woman and
perform for an audience of my peers."
Pascua said."To see that transformation
happen, from the first year where every
performer had to have a bodyguard
because we were so nervous that
something horrible would happen and
this year, having no one show up really
to protest it. It makes me so happy to
see that transformation in the short
time that I have been at USD."
From the initial planning and
organization of this event, the PRIDE
community intended for the show
to align with USD's core values of
diversity and inclusion. They hoped
to promote dialogue by encouraging
discussions around issues that have
been generally considered taboo.
Pascua stated that he believes that
students often don't know how to
approach people from a different
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Stabbings at Mission Beach
Two stabbings in areas frequented
by USD students raises concerns of
safety at the beach.
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Taking social media seriously

With the recent arrest of a 14-year-old
girl who tweeted a fake bomb threat to
American Airlines, it is becoming more
necessary to be cautious about social
PAGE 4
media posts.

their support of this event.
Tim O'Malley, Vice President
of University Relations and a
spokesperson for USD, defended the
show from criticism.
"We do not mean to demean our
critics," O'Malley said. "Gender
expression and identity, for some
people, is" not an area to be explored.
For some people, that simply is
wrong...However, the law of the
church is silent on cross dressing.

sexual orientation than them.
"This
show
teaches
them
how to properly encounter those
kinds of people, and how to do
so without insulting or making
misunderstandings," Pascua said.
The show sold out on the first
day that tickets went on sale for the
third year in row, showing many USD
students' support of this event. Some
administrators and faulty members at
USD have also been outspoken about

Senior Niko Pascua won the PRIDE Supreme Drag Superstar III for the third year in a row.
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"Frozen" gives a new perspective on love
The Disney movie is this year's perfect family
film, captivating audiences all over the world
with award-winning songs and a strong
message.
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There no evidence that cross dressing
is inherently homosexual."
Nevertheless, Charles LiMandri,
the founder of the Alumni for a Catholic
USD website, and Thomas McKenna
released a letter that they received from
the Vatican's Congregation of Catholic
Education saying that the event caused
"scandal." However, the Vatican
organization also said that it would not
take action against the university.
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Documentary showcases lowrider culture
BY Sharlene Swanberg
CONTRIBUTOR
Extravagant lowriders stormed
USD's west entrance to give the campus
a little taste of Chicano/a culture. The
car show was held on April 9 in honor
of Ethnic Studies Professor Alberto
Pulido's documentary celebrating the
lowrider community, "Everything
Comes from the Streets."
The event kicked off with the
showcasing of 11 customized lowriders from the San Diego Chicano/a
community. The lowriders cruised
up the West entrance of USD to pick
up some lucky passengers including
President Mary E. Lyons, Pulido
and a few of his students including
sophomore Sam Weinstein.
"Riding in the lowrider was a very
empowering experience," Weinstein
said. "You can't help but 'ohh' and
'ahh' when you see them, so you know
when you're in it everyone is paying
attention. It felt like taking a ride in
history."
The power and presence of the
lowrider in the San Diego Chicano/a
community was the theme of the night.
The experience was very real for
all those who witnessed the customized
throwbacks, including Lyons.
"I felt like a kid in a candy shop
because 1 love cars...I have a great
appreciation for the art, mechanics
and engineering that goes into the
cars," Lyons said.
Lyons also commented on how
successful Pulido is at bringing the
San Diego community to USD's
campus. USD students were not the
only attendees, as many residents
from Logan Heights and Barrio Logan

The lowrider had long been a celebratory a s p e c t of the Chicano/a community.

attended the event.
"Our 'Everything Comes from
the Streets' event last night brought
together USD with the local lowrider
community in an unprecedented way
never seen before in the history of our
campus," Pulido said. "It was a clear
sign that our faculty, students, staff,
but most importantly administration

witnessed the rich history, and cultural
beauty of our lowrider community.
[They] embraced and appreciated
it
with
new possibilities and
understandings."
After the show, Mother Rosalie
Hill Hall was packed full with people
from the lowrider community and the
USD community for the screening of

"Everything Comes from the Streets,"
an hour long film documenting the
history and importance of the lowrider
to San Diego's Chicano/a community.
Rigo Reyes, member of the "Amigos"
jacket club and San Diego lowrider
community, played a large part in
contributing to the idea of the film and
the commentary on the film.

"It was an inspiration to put the
film together," Reyes said, adding that
it documents a key part of San Diego
history.
Another prevalent member of the
Barrio Logan community, Salvador
"Queso" Torres, described the film as
displaying "creativity, imagination and
immigration" in its quest to preserve
the history of the lowrider community.
"This project affirms in me the
importance of validating the thriving
and complex histories of our local
and diverse communities," Pulido
said. "It underscores the importance
of allowing these voices to speak for
themselves and tell their own histories
about resistance, creativity and
perseverance. It has been an honor to
put their stories on screen."
The film
has been a success
beyond the dreams of Pulido. He
travelled to Paris the week of April
14 to host its premier. Any students
interested in viewing the film can
wait for its projected airing on KPBS
in September or request a DVD copy
from Pulido.
In
tandem,
the
lowrider
documentary has been inspiring for
the San Diego Chicano/a community.
The success and rich background the
film provides about lowrider culture
has inspired lowriders of Barrio Logan
and Logan Heights to traditionally
cruise by Chicano/a Park on Sundays
provided the weather permits.
In addition, Chicano Park hosted
its 44th annual Chicano Park Day
on April 19 in an all day celebration
full of food, dances, music and over
350 lowriders. As Eddie "Swoopy"
Galindo said in the documentary, "It's
good for the spirit and it's good for the
soul."

SeaWorld bill halted for one year in state legislature
By Cindy LoPresti
CONTRIBUTOR
Animal rights activists were
disappointed when legislation seeking
to ban orca.s captivity and use in San
Diego's SeaWorld shows was put
on hold for a year. Inspired by the
documentary "Blackfish," the bill
sparked controversy and ignited a
rivalry between animal rights activist
and SeaWorld.
Assembly Bill 2140 would end
killer whale shows at SeaWorld and
phase out their captivity. Introduced by
democrat Richard Bloom, supporters
of the bill had hoped that would make
its way through legislature and onto
the desk of Governor Jerry Brown.
Ultimately,
assembly
committee
members in Sacramento determined
that the bill needed to be backed by
more research before a final decision
could be reached. The bill will be
ineligible for a second vote until mid2015.
Although
discouraged,
some
animal rights advocates see this
time as an opportunity to rally more
support and bring the stakeholders
together. According to PETA president
Ingrid Newkirk, the decision to study
the bill further is only a temporary
setback. Newkirk believes that now
that the public has learned how orcas
suffer psychologically in SeaWorld's
captivity, this will put pressure on
SeaWorld, which, has a year to figure
out how to release the orcas into ocean
sanctuaries.
Many students who attend USD
live on Mission or Pacific Beach. As
part of a daily commute to and from
campus, these students drive past
SeaWorld, making this a highly visible,
relevant bill to many students.
As part of freshman orientation,
USD offers
new students the

opportunity to visit SeaWorld. This
year's group of USD students visited
SeaWorld before the release of
Blackfish, and many remember looking
forward to the trip.
However, senior Emma O'leary
suggests that since new information
has been released about the treatment
of the animals, USD should rethink its
support.
"Going as a freshman at USD
was my first
time," O'leary said.
"USD should
definitely
rethink
using SeaWorld as an event during
orientation. The use of live orca whales
in cages shouldn't be a message USD
supports."
O'leary supported the bill and was
disappointed to hear that it was put on
hold.
"I've never had an interest in going
to SeaWorld," O'leary said. "Seeing
animals in captivity has always given
me a really uneasy feeling."
Marine mammal scientist Naomi
Rose with the Animal Welfare Institute
shares O'leary's unease. She was
quoted in SFGate online saying, "They
are just too large, too intelligent, too
socially complex, and too far-ranging
to be put in confinement this way."
While O'Leary feels strongly that
SeaWorld is a business that should
no longer be supported, other USD
students feel conflicted. One student,
who previously worked at SeaWorld
and preferred to remain anonymous,
expressed her conflicting views.
"I worked at SeaWorld for the
summer and loved it," she said. "I
understand the question about whether
the whales should be there in the first
place, but know that they are they are
impeccably cared for."
The studenf went on to say that
SeaWorld does significant work for
whales in the wild.
"SeaWorld is all about conservation
education. I just think the ultimate fact

my car closer to my house later that
night; however, they hadn't even filled
the hole at 11:30 p.m. so I wasn't
confident on the street being open the
next morning."
Junior Victoria Dankel, who also
lives on Isthmus, said the flooding
affected her and her roommate as well.
"I just didn't leave, but my
roommate had to turn around near
Bahia Hotel and drive through Pacific
Beach to get home because the road
was closed," Dankel said.
While affecting traffic down at the
beach, the floods also caused problems
for people at their houses.
"Our water was off from like

r

3-11 [p.m.], but we live on Isthmus
so people who lived farther didn't get
affected," Dankel said. "Our alley was
flooded but our house is raised a bit so
luckily it didn't get into our garage."
This isn't the first time that the
Mission Beach area has flooded.
In 2009. Mission Beach flooded
during a series of storms in December.
According to CBS8, residents at the
time said that the flooding during the
storm wasn't due to the storm, but
actually because of a city pump.
Students also agree that the city
should have been more effective and
proactive in making sure the beach
would not flood due to faulty pipes.
"The city should have been more
diligent in testing its strength in the
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T h e documentary "Blackfish" sparked a bill to ban orca performances.The future of this bill is uncertain given recent activity.

is that they will die if they are taken
back to the ocean, which is sad because
I love the animals so much."
The bill would have required
SeaWorld to release its 10 killer
whales into the wild if possible. If not,
according to SeaWorld representatives,
they would be placed into "sea pens,"
which they claim isn't a viable
option. Additionally, the president of
SeaWorld told reporters that "the bill is
an extreme legislation that is based on
propaganda," fueled by the Blackfish
documentary.

Floods in Mission Beach
cause traffic delays
FLOOD, continued from Front Page
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off season rather than during spring
time," Tuz said. "However, as I'm sure
many pipes are outdated in Mission
Beach, it's tough to fix them until
they break. As residents we simply
have to understand that the recent
flooding was an inconvenience and
could have happened any time of the
day. Thankfully most students were
already at school."
San Diego has been trying to
repair cast-iron water pipes since
2007, but that apparently will not be
accomplished until 2017, according to
ABC10.
Water service was restored
late Tuesday night while the crews
continued to work on the repairs until
they were finished.

Also in opposition to the bill is
the San Diego tourism industry, which
officials say benefits economically from
the millions of tourists who visit the
park for the orca attraction. SeaWorld
representatives and opponents of
the bill argue that this revenue helps
support the larger population of orcas
in the wild and generates interest in
marine life, bringing people and wild
animals together in encounters that
would otherwise not be possible.
In the face Of the bill's setback,
the bill's author Richard Bloom

and his supporters will continue to
garner research to support the bill.
According to the Union Tribune, they
are determined to return next year with
more studies to demonstrate that the
whales are harmed.
"It's an uncertain path, but that
doesn't mean it's not impossible,"
Bloom said.
They see the bill as the first step
towards laying the groundwork for
potentially significant reforms for
SeaWorld and the industry of captive
animals as a whole.

Urban Dictionary definition
of a writer:

A plagiarist of life
So come "plagiarize" with us!

managing@usdvista.com
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PUBLIC SAFE
WHAT'S HAPPENING IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD

alcohol/drugs
April 14
Location: San Rafael Hall

April 12
Location: San Antonio De Padua

April 14
Location: Student Life Pavilion

At 5:52 P.M. Public Safety responded to a
report from Resident Assistants of the smell
of marijuana coming from a resident hall
room. Upon investigation a pipe was found
in the room and was confiscated. One
resident student was cited for possession of
drug paraphernalia.

At 12:12 A.M. Resident Assistants responded
to loud noise and screaming coming from a
resident hall room. Upon investigation 9
resident students were cited alcohol viola
tions.

At 10:09 A.M. Public Safety responded to a delayed
report of wall clock that was missing from a room.
Upon investigation the clock was discovered missing
at 8 A.M. on April 09, 2014. It is unknown when the
clock was taken.
•• •

•• •
April 13
Location: Founders Hall
At 9:35 P.M. Public Safety responded to a
report of an intoxicated individual. Upon
investigation the individual stated that she
had consumed alcohol at an off campus
location the previous night and was feeling
ill. The individual declined medical attention
and was cited for Minor in Possession of
•• •
April 12
Location: Palomar Hall

•••
April 8
Location: Camino Hall

April 11
Location: Mission Parking Structure

At 11:48 P.M. Public Safety observed
possible marijuana use. Upon investigation,
five students were cited for possession of
marijuana.

At 2:27 P.M. Public Safety responded to a report of a
theft. Upon investigation, unknown suspect(s) broke
the rear window of a beige Toyota Corolla and stole a
bag containing a Kate Spade planner, Coach bag,
Ray-Ban sunglasses, Billabong swimsuit, 4 silver rings
and a tube of Chapstick on April 10th between 2:15
P.M. and 6 P.M. hours.

•• •
April 5
Location: Camino Hall
At 12:13 A.M. Public Safety responded to a
report of an intoxicated individual. Upon
investigation, one student was determined
to be able to care for himself and he was
released to his residence.

At 8:10 P.M. Public Safety responded to a
report of an intoxicated individual. Upon
investigation the individual had a BAC of
.260 and was cited for minor in possession
and voluntarily transported to Detox.

••
April 10
Location: Olin Hall W Lot
At 11:37 A.M. Public Safety responded to a report of
a theft. Upon investigation, unknown suspect(s)
stole a visitor's unattended backpack containing an
iPad and a Macbook Pro on April 10th between 6
A.M. and 6:15 A.M.
•• •
April 9
Location: Jenny Craig Pavilion
At 10:25 A.M. Public Safety responded to a report of a
theft. Upon investigation, unknown suspect(s) stole a
student's unsecured iPhone on April 8th between
5:30 P.M. and 6 P.M.

.e Van Mierlo/The Vista

Mission Beach stabbings hit close to home
By Gabrielle Perez
CONTRIBUTOR
Over the past several weeks, two
stabbing attacks have taken place at
popular Mission Beach areas. Both
attacks were made public by the Union
Tribune newspaper among other news
outlets, catching the attention of many
USD students who live in the area.
News of the stabbings has caused
students to take extra precautions
when going out at night.
Around 3:45 a.m. on March 23 a
man was stabbed four times outside
his private residence on Ocean Front
Walk,
according to CBS8. The
assailant was one of two men who
attempted to enter a small party that
the victim was hosting on his front
patio. According to the San Diego
police department, the host began to
ask the uninvited guests to leave when
one of the men offered a handshake.
Once the assailant had a grip on the
host's hand, he pulled him close
enough to stab him four times in the
wrist, shoulder and back. The victim
was taken to the hospital and treated
for his stab wounds. The assailant and
the man he was with walked away
before police arrived on scene. San
Diego police say that the attacker was
said to be a white male in his 20s.
It was only several weeks later
on the night of Monday, April 14, that
another stabbing incident took place

only a few blocks away from the first.
This time, the scene of the crime was
outside of a popular Mission Beach
bar.
According to police, the victim
and a friend were standing outside of
Sandbar Sports Bar and Grill when
they were confronted by a group of
about six men. A fight between the
men broke out, ending in one of the
men from the large group stabbing the
28-year-old victim in the side.
Sandbar Sports Bar and Grill is
visited so often by USD students that
it accepts USD's "Campus Cash"
system of payment. Because of its
popularity with students, student
residents of Mission Beach were
shaken by the news of this violent
crime.
Senior Jordan Jadallah has been
a Mission beach resident for several
years and became worried after
hearing the news of the stabbings.
"It definitely impacts my sense of
safety," Jadallah said.
Only a week after the April 14
stabbing incident. Jadallah's house
was egged and his wetsuits were
stolen.
"When that happened it hit home
and it was definitely a wake up call for
my roommates and I," Jadallah said.
Although he has personally
experienced theft as well as witnessed
fights break out on Mission Beach, he
still recommends beach living to other'
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USD students.
"When you take simple, but
necessary precautions, you will be
safe and ok," Jadallah said.
His
personal
precautions
involve always being aware of
his surroundings. "I look around
constantly and see if anyone is acting
weird. I also try not to walk alone and
don't let any girls walk home alone
either."
Senior Sandrine Urias, another
USD resident of Mission Beach, also
feels like she has become more alert
since hearing about the stabbings.
"I feel that being a female, I
would be more likely to be mobbed or
robbed," she said. "I make sure that I
walk home with friends. If I am alone,
I walk fast or run home."
Although Urias has not been a
victim of theft, her car window was
smashed to pieces once after being
parked near the beach rollercoaster.
Junior Fabrizio Ellis also lives at
the beach, but has never personally
felt threatened during his time there.
However, he understands that scary
incidents do take place.
"These stabbings remind me that
even a community as nice as Mission
Beach can be dangerous," Ellis said.
"It can be dangerous to go out alone
now, especially at night."
Although most people may think
that women are more at risk when
going out at night, Ellis thinks men
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are just as vulnerable.
"The people who have committed
these stabbings are dangerous and
unpredictable. 1 think men and
women should be equally cautious
when going out," he said.
Captain
Quinton
Kawahara
of USD's Public Safety agrees
that students living at the beach
need to always be aware of their
surroundings. In order to aid students
avoid dangerous situations, public
safety has created a list- of safety tips
in conjunction with the San Diego
Police Department that is provided
on their website. These tips include
always letting someone know where
you are going and when you expect to
return, as well as not putting your cell
phone, cash or other expensive items
on display when you are out at night
by yourself. This last tip is especially
important as Captain Kawahara notes
that theft related crimes seeni to occur

more than other types of crime in the
beach area.
Though living at the beach is
something that students have to
decide for themselves, Kawahara said
that they should not take that decision
lightly.
"We believe it is important that
student's take their personal safety
in consideration when they are
determining where the safest place for
them to live is," Kawahara said.
The
San
Diego
Police
Department's
website
provides
crime alerts and statistics on various
San Diego neighborhoods. Captain
Kawahara recommends that students
take a look at this data when deciding
where to live. Although San Diego
is known for its beauty, Captain
Kawahara reminds students that, "San
Diego is a large metropolitan area and
unfortunately crime does occur."
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OPINION
Playing dumb

EDITOR

ASSISTANT EDITOR

Kendall Tich

Sara Butler

Tweet with caution and think before you post
Bv Audrey Beck
CONTRIBUTOR

By Sara Butler
ASST. OPINION EDITOR
When I was little, teachers would
praise me for being smart. Being smart
used to be a thing of praise; equal parts
intelligence and hard work. However,
at some point in my educational career
in the public school system and peer
network, I learned to turn off this
intelligence.
I remember back in fifth grade
when my teacher asked me to tutor a
student who failed a math test. He was
the most popular boy in school, and 1
remember 1 had a hopeless crush on
him. When I was helping him, he told
me he used to be good at math and that
he enjoyed it back in third grade, two
years prior. Quite candidly I asked,
"What
happened?,"
immediately
taking back the words. Instead of
getting offended he answered honestly,
"It wasn't cool to be good at math."
At the time, I was shocked by his
statement. Why would you pretend to
be dumb for popularity? What upset me
most was that his act had turned into
reality, which I saw first-hand as he still
struggled through the math problems
when none of his friends were around
to judge him. At the time, I just laughed
it off.
My fifth grade self had no idea
what was ahead of her. Once I began
middle school, I entered a world of
hormonal adolescents and hopeless
pre-teens. Suddenly, connecting with
my peers was much more important
than developing my mind. My thoughts
became consumed with where I sat at
lunch and what boys I had crushes on.
Teachers had always written me off as a
straight A student, but peer acceptance
became the sole attention of my desire.
Among my peers, the common
connector seemed to be complaining
about
academics.
Conversations
centered around unfair assignments
and impossible tests. As students, we
identified with our lack of interest
instead of competing against each other
for success.
Unconsciously, I found myself
disconnecting from my academic roots
to identify more with my classmates.
In fact, the worse you did, the easier
it was for your peers to identify and
converse with, and even trust you.
No one wanted to be friends with a
teacher's pet.
Since I ended up at USD, this
shifting mindset did not drastically
hinder my future success. However, it
did significantly affect me throughout
my schooling. To expand my friend
group, I would not try as hard in
classes so I would have something to
contribute during these "school sucks"
conversations, usually through hushed
whispers and passed notes while
the teacher talked about something
potentially useful or interesting. To
get through school, I learned to "play
dumb."
I
acknowledge
that
my
observations may be specific to my
experience. However, while I cannot
know or see everyone's backgrounds,
I see the remnants of this potential
peer problem on our USD campus.
Women often giggle and play dumb to
get boys to notice them, while I hear
men mainly talk about parties, alcohol
and women when they are surrounded
by their friends. On the tram and in
the SLP, all conversations seem have
an anti-academic theme, where people
complain about unfair professors and
poor midterm grades.
The
absence
of
academic
conversations on our respected college
campus troubles me. We all worked
very hard to get here at USD. Are
we hiding our intelligence in public
settings, or are we letting it slip away
in favor of connecting with our peers?
Socializing is a vital part of the
educational experience, but part of me
feels that our generation may weigh
the scale a little too heavy on the social
side. Somewhere along my journey in
the educational system, I learned that
socializing was more significant than
grades. More importantly, I was taught
that socializing could not be achieved
through academic endeavors. The two
entities were separate, and putting
them together sometimes resulted in
disastrous social consequences.
College is a time for socializing,
but we are paying for our academics
at USD. To ensure we become more
well-rounded citizens, I think we need
to support academic competition and
conversations to keep from "playing
dumb" as college students at our
respected university.

One single tweet may be limited
to 140 characters, but the possibilities
are endless. A tweet is a small message
but it can pack a mighty punch, as
was seen Monday, April 14, when a
14-year-old Dutch girl named Sarah
was arrested for tweeting a fake bomb
threat to American Airlines.
According to CNN, with the handle
@QueenDemetriax_, she tweeted "@
AmericanAir hello my name's Ibrahim
and I'm from Afghanistan. I'm part of
A1 Qaida and on June 1st I'm gonna do
something really big bye."
This young girl used a fake name
and falsified her identity in order to
scare an airline company. She may
have been joking, but American
Airlines did not take the matter lightly,
and neither did Twitter.
According to a CNN report, the
tweet was forwarded to the airport
security and the FBI. In addition.
Twitter suspended her account. The
reactions of American Airlines and
Twitter show that bomb threats are no
laughing matter. Even if her intentions
were innocent, she still must be
questioned and penalized.
This incident illustrates the
negative aspects that can accompany
complete and total free speech. The
ability to voice our opinions is an
inalienable human right, which should
be vehemently protected. Nevertheless,
when someone abuses that right and
takes advantage of it, as Sarah did,
then they jeopardize the entire notion
of "free speech."
Sarah's tweet also sheds a light on
the potential damage that social media
can inflict on a society. Social media
has the propensity to be such a harmful
tool because it gives people the ability
to voice their opinions on a global
scale.
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When anything can be said and
when there is no limit to speech, there
is also no limit to the damage that
social media can cause.
Young people who use social
media must realize what a powerful
tool they have at their fingertips, and
must especially realize that any type
of threat is a sincerely bad idea, even
a threat meant as a joke. We should
all be well aware of how dangerous
this world can be. Within the past few
years there have been horrendous acts
perpetrated on airlines, busses, movie
theatres and schools.
American Airlines would have
been negligent to let such a threat go
uninvestigated. The airline and the
Dutch police took every precaution
when dealing with the bomb threat.
According to CNN, the young girl has
been charged with "posting a false or
alarming announcement" under Dutch
law.
Even if she was trying to be
funny, she will be punished in a fairly
severe manner. The problem with false
threats, like the boy who cried-wolf,
is that they desensitize the gravity of
those issues.
According to USA Today, the
bombings at the Boston Marathon killed
three and injured more than 260 people
nearly one year ago. This devastating
disaster proved that civilians could
inflict major harm on society with the
use of bombs. Many people are still
suffering today because of the Boston
bombings. Some civilians lost limbs,
while others suffer from a loss of
hearing due to the explosions.
For these victims, we should
become a society that strives to protect
its' citizens and therefore we need
to become a society that has a zero
tolerance policy for false bomb threats.
Technology can indeed be amazing
and it does enhance many aspects of
our society. Nevertheless, we must
remember that with great power comes
great responsibility. Social media is
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With the recent arrest of a 14-year-old girl who tweeted a fake bomb threat to American
Airlines, it has become clear that social media must be used responsibly.

amazing in so many ways but with that
being said, all users of social media
should be cautious before they press
send.
If we are going to join in on the
culture of social media, then we must
accept the responsibility and vow to
be conscious texters, bloggers and
tweeters.
We cannot be careless and reckless
with the opinions and thoughts we

voice when using social media. If we
are careless, not only will we harm
our friends, but we will harm the very
fabric of society.
By not being considerate social
media users, we will be consciously
taking away from its beneficial
qualities. So please, let's all vow to
make social media a way to improve
the world and not a way to worsen it.
Always think before you tweet.

With SignEasy, you can help save the world:
conveniently. This app allows you to sign checks,
contracts and other documents from your
smartphone. Simply sign your name with your
finger on your touchscreen and add it to uploaded
documents. By going paperless, you can decrease
your paper usage and save trees. The aoo helps
you save gas by running less errands and drives
to the bank, saving resources and protecting your
wallet. Plus, you'll never have to worry about
carrying around another pen again.
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Google Drive has recently created a new iPhone
application. This app adapts their traditional
online format to your mobile screen. This allows
you to view and edit your online documents from
your smartphone, making it easier to complete
assignments and make last minute changes to
presentations. Google Drive is a free way to create
and store all of your papers and projects. By
downloading the mobile version, you will be able
to have all of your documents in the palm of your
hand at all times.

NBA GameTime: Playoff Edition is the ideal app
for the sports lover. Keep up with the NBA Playoffs
with the official lineup and game schedule. The
home page includes a stream of NBA Headlines
and Twitter updates. If you want to be there in
the action, buy tickets on the app. If you can't be
there in real time, watch video highlights and
game recaps on your phone. You can access team
standings, league news, league stats and NBA
store. You can also keep track of the players that
are on each team.
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Currently ranked as No. 1 on the charts, White
Tile is the new trending iPhone game. In this
game, your goal is simple: don't touch the white
tiles. The screen gives you a series of checkered
black and white tiles, asking you to click on the
black tile as close to the bottom of the page. You
can play in three modes: Classic, Arcade or Zen.
Depending on the modes you choose, the app will
time your game or count your tiles. Share your
best times scores with friends to promote some
healthy competition.

The views expressed in the Opinion section are not necessarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San Diego or its student body.
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Out with the old, in with the "OLE!T"
By Will Gonzales
CONTRIBUTOR
Pinnacle moments in the life of
a college student are that acceptance
letter to your No. 1 school, that first
earned A and storming the field or court
after a huge sports win. Here at USD,
the later is something new. Prior to this
year, school spirit has been sub par.
School spirit has fluctuated
in
the years that I have been a student.
In the beginning of my college years,
there seemed to be a strong sense of
school spirit, but has since tapered off.
However, this past year, USD has seen
a huge jump in school spirit at football,
basketball and volleyball games.
The football games here tend to
draw smaller crowds, but this wasn't
the case on the last game of the season.
There was a school rally behind a
group of student-athletes who were
wrongly punished for a mishap with
financial aid money.
At the championship game,

and show the respect we have for our
student athletes."
Personally, I saw a whole student
body join in the accomplishment of
beating the No. 1 ranked team in the
nation by storming the court and
celebrating with the volleyball team
after a tremendous win. Showing that
students are actually starting to care
and have pride in the sports teams we
have here.
The biggest example of the
increase of school spirit would have
to be the basketball game against
Gonzaga. It was a nationally televised
game and we represented well.
Our student body was in full force
screaming and chanting to help the
team the win. After we defeated one
of our biggest basketball rivals in the
WCC, the student body stormed the
court to celebrate this huge upset.
"It was a madhouse, it was so cool
to see the school spirit after that game,"
Sophomore Aidan Meehan said. "One
thing I always hear is the lack of school
spirit we have on campus, but after that

Kevin Nelson/TheVista

Although school spirit has seemingly never been a priority at USD, the recent Gonzaga basketball game brought out the inner school
pride in many USD students.

'Students knew what it meant to the team to have their
support at a time when they needed it the most."
students were screaming, holding
posters and showing support for their
peers. After the win, students jumped
the railings, stormed the field and
joined in the celebration with the
players singing the fight song for USD.
Students knew what it meant to
the team to have their support at a time
when they needed it the most.
"Knowing the amount of time
those guys put in and then just having
it stripped away was tough," Senior
Kyle McPherson said. "I feel like we
all knew that they needed our support
and that's what we did."
The same could be said for when
the volleyball team hosted USC when
they were ranked the No. 1 team in the
nation.
"It was nuts," Junior Jeff Stansaid. "We had just beat the No. 1 team
in the nation and it was so cool to
see the student body show their spirit

game, I would definitely argue that we
do."
In all of these examples, the "Bull
Pit" in full force. I had always heard
of this rumored group of students that
went to all of the sports games and
made their presence felt, but until these
three instances, they were non-existent.
Now I'm seeing flyers and posters for
"Bull Pit" meetings to organize and
send people to all sporting events and
its great to see.
A college needs to have a sense of
school spirit, as it is an intricate part
of being in college and something that
every student should have. Why all of
this school spirit now? That I don't
have the answer for, but does it really
matter?
All that matters is that it is here
now and there is pride in being a
Torero, all I hope is that it stays with
each incoming freshman class.

Photo Courtesy ot Jenria Palazzo

After a major victory for the USD basketball team over WCC rival, Gonzaga, USD students stormed the court to celebrate the win.
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TIME IS RUNNING OUT!
The Vista has TWO MORE issues Feft this semester!
Don't miss out on a chance to speak your mind in
the Opinion section of The Vista.
Letters
to the
Editor Policy

The Vista strongly
encourages letters
to the editor from
students, faculty, staff,
administration and the
community.

Correspondence should
be sent to editor@
usdvista.com with the
subject line "Letter-to
the Editor." Letters for
the up-coming edition are
due Saturday by 6 p.m.

m
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Submissions should be
limited to 500 words and
must include verifiable
contact information.
Letter content is subject
to editing for clarity and
style.

V

The Vista does not
publish anonymous
letters, those addressed
to a third party or letters
in poor taste.

The views expressed in the Opinion section are not necessarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San Diego or its student body.
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Oscar Mingo:

Instaoverload

SLP's friendly face

By Tatum Hohl
CONTRIBUTOR

By Brittany Carava
FEATURE EDITOR

With another holiday behind us,
I couldn't help but sigh at another
barrage of holiday "insta-worthy"
photos. Photos of ocean view brunches,
over the top easter baskets and holding
the cutest new addition to the family
littered newsfeeds this weekend as
Instagrammers competed to outdo each
other with the cutest hashtags and most
clever use of emojis.
While I cannot deny the cute
and heartfelt nature of many holiday
related Instagram photos, I feel that the
true reason for the holidays are missed.
Before the social media revolution,
there wasn't an outlet for people to
share what they had done for the
holiday unless they explicitly told their
friends and loved ones. Now, every
holiday is an excuse to post the most
photogenic shots dressed in whatever
attire corresponds to the holiday.
I'm not saying that photos aren't
a worthwhile vehicle for memory
making, it's that the majority of
the photos are posed specifically to
"keep up with the Joneses" during the
holidays.
I also feel that with the increased
usage of social media, there has
somehow been an influx in unofficial
"holidays" or increased awareness of
certair^holidays. I feel like there's more
than one National Boyfriend Day per
year just because of the constant influx
of photos of perfect couples captured in
an adorable embrace or laugh.
National Siblings Day just passed
as well giving users an opportunity
to post about how great their siblings
are despite their strained or distant
relationships.
Going back to Easter, I think social
media users use the holiday to portray
what they want others to think of them
in regards to religious views.
Individuals who . usually post
risque photos of themselves in social
situations or how they dress seem to
want to gloss over that image in order
to create a more morally sound persona.
Girls usually dressed in skin
tight mini skirts with red cup in hand
are suddenly replaced with photos of
church appropriate sundresses and
modest makeup.
I'm not saying that individuals
can't play both roles, I'm just pointing
out that these individuals have made it
clear what their true personalities are
and that a once a year photo of them
in front of their neighborhood church
isn't going to erase the other 364 days
of suggestive photos.
When it comes to the popular filter
feature, I have realized just by having
an Instagram for a couple years there's
a stigma that exists surrounding the
"#nofilter." In other words, if you don't
have to have a filter, your selfie is just
that much more visually appealing,
giving you more clout over your fellow
Instagram users.
Your stereotypical USD at sunset
photo might get more likes just because
of the lack of technology used to create
your stunning masterpiece that your
iPhone has created for you. I always
laugh at memes that poke fun at
individuals who claim to "model" and
that Instagram is their photographer
because the perceived appeal from the
photos lies in the selected filter.
I'm not bashing Instagram as a
platform, I am an avid user and enjoy
the easy to access sharing options with
Facebook and Twitter. I just feel that
some people either over use the app
or use it for reasons other than to just
share and network with friends.
Some users' profiles have hundreds
if not thousands of photos posted
ranging from inspirational quotes to
"candid" photos with or without the
perfect filter. I think it's appropriate to
maybe post a couple photos a day but
clogging others newsfeeds with quotes
lamenting about your love life or
endless selfies are entirely unnecessary.
While Instagram may not be
around forever, one thing is for sure,
users will continue to buy into the idea
of creating the perfect candid selfie
with no filter giving their followers
many reasons to double tap their photo.

While you may not know the
name Oscar Mingo, you are probably
familiar with his typical greeting of
"Hey, we're makin' it" and a smile
when you enter the SLP.
Carol Norman, Director of Dining
Services, believes Mingo catches more
attention than just current students'.
"Oscar has always been a very popular
guy with the students. We have many
alums who come by asking for him
and who write great memories of him
on Facebook."
He's made his reputation as
the SLP greeter, but Mingo has also
worked in a hospital, at a bar and even
as a cook in the SLP. When talking
about the switch he made from cook
to greeter, Mingo explained that it was
strange at first because he became so
accustomed to cooking. After working
in USD's dining services for more
than 20 years, he says his favorite part
of the job is getting the opportunity to
meet nice people. Mingo believes that
is main priority at work it to make it
more pleasant for people there.
Being born in the south, Mingo
is used to being surrounded by food
after growing up in a food culture.
"If you don't eat, [the cook] gets mad
at you," Mingo said. This Louisiana
native stays true to his roots stating
that his favorite food is anything fried
which he says is going to put him in
the grave. He also says he loves his
sweets, especially cake and ice cream.
Beyond food, Mingo appreciates
where he came from and is very
close with his family. When his
grandmother was diagnosed with

tuberculosis during a time when there
was no cure, Mingo moved with her to
the drier climate of San Diego. Mingo
stays very close to his family and
returns to his hometown nearly every
summer. For those summers when he
can't make it home, his family comes
to San Diego to visit him.
Mingo is passionate about every
aspect of his life and does not take
anything for granted.
"I'm passionate about life; just
waking up in the morning" Mingo
said.
•
Growing up, Mingo dreamt of
owning his own club where he could
"party, hang out and have fun." While
the SLP is far from a club, Mingo
makes sure to get his fix of clubbing
in his free time. Mingo travels to Los
Angeles often because it's not too far,
there's always something to do and
the bars don't close early." Consistent
with his love of clubbing and dancing,
Mingo says his favorite days are
Fridays when everyone is laid back
and happy as opposed to Mondays and
Tuesdays when "everyone's mad at the
world."
When the party's over, Mingo
says it's time to garden.
Learning to garden as a child
from his grandmother, Mingo has been
cultivating his love for it ever since.
As his love for gardening has grown
so has his pride for it. Keeping pictures
of his garden on his phone, Mingo is
ready to share his pride and passion
with anyone who asks.
Gardening wasn't the only thing
Mingo's grandmother taught him in
her lifetime. Among the important
lessons Mingo learned from his
grandmother, the one that he says has
stuck with him the most is her motto to
"Always believe in yourself."

The science of flirting
Bv Leeza Earl
STAFF WRITER
Flirting is becoming the new way
to begin romance in the dating world
today. While Associate Professor at
the University of Kansas Jeffery Hall
agrees, he decided to examine the
different styles of flirting that exist
today. "We all flirt, but have you ever
thought about how you flirt or whether
your style is unique?" Hall said.
Presenting his research on his
findings of flirting,
Hall discovered
that the vast majority of flirting types
can be categorized under these five
labels are only five: physical, playful,
sincere, polite and traditional.
The
Manchester
Conference
Call Auditorium was transformed
into lecture hall as Hall showed clips
and scenes of different movies to
demonstrate these styles, helping the
audience to understand and engage
with his findings.
Senior Ava Izdepski expressed
her view of the lecture. "It was very
informative and entertaining," Izdepski
said. "Seeing my own type of flirting
and how it makes sense to my dating
life was so true."
While his flirting styles range from
just friend with benefits to long term
relationships, Hall was able to make
this study applicable to all sexualities.
Although the traditional style is only
applicable to the heterosexual groups,
the remaining four are applicable to all.
When it comes to how each of
the flirting styles compare, Hall says
the answer isn't quite that simple.
"Each style has their strengths and
weaknesses," Hall said. "However,
they all serve a very interesting aspect
to a person's romance life and how

they view the dating system."
Yet it is helpful for the younger
generation to know this, and many
members of the audience found this
part of the lecture to be the most
entertaining and insightful. Since there
are not perfect or'flawless styles due
to some of the weaknesses they may
hold, the audience is able to see this as
well through practice. However, some
of the weaknesses help an individual
understand them as a person.
Though the complexities of flirting
are vast, these five flirting types can
be identified by generalized qualities.
A physical flirt,
see opportunities
everywhere but they read into sexual
attraction. Playful flirts are confident
but are bad at starting a meaningful
relationship.
Sincere are first date champions
however, they are the ones to finish
last in the race. Polite flirts are loyal
and true lovers but they hate the single
scene. Lastly, traditional flirts are very
well mannered but women don't get
much of a choice because it is strongly
gender role influenced.
Although these weaknesses
are evident, senior Sanaz Azemoon
expressed her appreciation for the
different styles. "It gives us all a very
clear understanding and I am eager to
see how much this will be true when
I go out in the future," Azemoon said.
Hall has been featured on the
Steve Harvey show as well as traveling
internationally to present his research
and promote his book The Five Flirting
Styles. Hall has been interview by
Public Radio, USA Today, Time
Magazine and CNN. He continues
to travel speaking with students
and audiences who are interested in
decoding the ways in which the world
flirts.

2014 Alcala 100 Recipients

Photo Courtesy of Ryan Btystone

Alcala 100
The Alcala 100 is a prestigious alumni group made up of outstanding leaders
from the graduating class. Recipients are nominated by administrators, faculty,
and staff members who believe these students have demonstrated a passion for
USD and has made a major impact on campus.

Clifford Abbott
Raquel Alcala
Rachel Alvey
Denise Ambriz
Coral Anderson
Erik Anderson
Molly Baril
Samantha Betts
Keslie Bishop
David Bittner
Rachel Black
Bridget Borrison
Meagan Bradford
Kevin Brady
Alex Bullock
Rachel Buntrock
Taylor Cabalse
Robyn Cates
Allison Chlapaty
Thomas Cobbs
Ernie Collins
Mallory Collins
Nicolaus Collins
Stephanie Collins
Farrah Coltrain
Benjamin Compton
Courtney Cronin
Edward Cruz
Meghan Czarnecki
Nicholas Delgado
Erin Dellorso
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Jordan Denecour
Dana Dowse
Alex Elizarraraz
Mark Finan
Kaitlyn Finegan
Sara Fleming
Amelia Gentile
Simin Ghahghahi
Devon Ghani
Taylor Goelz
Josephine Gomez
Marc Gonzales
Claire Gosen
Laura Gruninger
Phoebe Gurrola
Jane Han
Alex Hermann
Caitlyn Hunsdon
Ava Izdepski
Elisabeth Jelinek
Walter Johnston
Emily Kirschbaum
Jessica Kulwin
Mike Langsdale
Spencer Lee
Daniella Lisle
Samuel Littlefield
JuliAnn Machschefes
Michael Marconi
Laura Martin
Brian Maurer

Jessica McCarthy
Laura Mckniff
Sara Michelle Medina
Trenton Mendenhall
Lian Moss
Lauren Murphy
Brandon Newton
Courtney Ochi
Sara Padilla
Andrew Parsons
Georgie Partridge
Kevin Pelaez
Michelle Powelson
Morgan Re
Ernesto Reyes
Rameal Roberson
lan Rodgers
Maria Ruvalcaba
Allyn Rwamashongye
Corey Salas
Sean Schrag-Toso
Shannon Schumacher
Nicole Shook
Violette Simon
Shantell Steve
Raymond Sullivan
Michael Tenerelli
Sandrine Urias
Katrina Warren
Leslie Wilson
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Student entrepreneurs' innovative company continues to expand
By Brittany Carava
FEATURE EDITOR
A three year labor of love has
turned into an award winning business
model for two USD students. Senior
Eghosa Aihie and recent alum AJ
Agrawal have created a mobile app
called Alumnify, which allows for
alumni to connect and network. The
application also includes a feature
to engage alumni in fundraising
opportunities for organizations they
belonged to during their undergraduate
career.
Agrawal and Aihie took the
original idea of a networking app
based on common interests or Greek
Life involvement into something even
bigger, a platform to bring together
thousands of undergrads and alumni to
network and fundraise for organizations
that mattered to them.
The road to creating a successful
award-winning app wasn't easy as
Agrawal and Aihie worked tirelessly
for multiple years on the project, even
working through two Spring Breaks
to perfect their business model. They
also entered USD's V2 entrepreneur
competition three times before winning
this past year's competition. Pairing
raw determination with the guidance
of business professionals, the pair was
able to fine tune their original idea and
create Alumnify. Their experience at
Velocity, an accelerated program to
provide funding and mentoring for
the promising young company, helped
propel their idea into a successful
business model.
"They taught us how to create
a business with the validation of the
customers. We spent a lot of time going
to different sorority and fraternity
houses figuring out what their problems
were, taking the problem and creating a
solution," Aihie said.
They realized that the problem
many Greek organizations were facing
was alumni involvement. Before the
app was officially launched, the duo
created a MVP or minimum viable
product, to see if the idea of Alumnify
would actually work. Putting a small
investment on a WordPress site, Greek
chapters could create videos and
descriptions to be sent out to alumni of
their chapters and connect to fundraise

for their philanthropies. This type of
connection seemed to be viable so the
duo moved forward.
Investors helped steer the young
entrepreneurs into a more broad
market. With the market set in place,
Aihie and Agrawal set out to get as
many university campuses involved
as possible. "From September to
December of 2013 we called over
850 universities asking them how the
relationships with alumni were," Aihie
said.
Alumnify was able to take off and
achieve recognition both in USD's
V2 competition and in the southern
business market, being praised by W.
Lee Bussell, the past president of the
University of South Carolina Alumni
Association.
"The single most critical issue
facing alumni associations today is
the challenge to engage young alumni
in a meaningful and relevant manner.
Alumnify provides a platform for
greater connectivity and networking
that will benefit members in their first
job search as well as interacting with
fellow alumni for the rest of their
lives."
When Aihie isn't busy with coming
up with the next best business strategy
for Alumnify, he is participating in
several incubators both on and off
campus, providing mentorships to
young entrepreneurs. "We want to
build the foundation right now. We
have other juniors and underclassman
that are a part of it so we know that they
can watch what we're doing and build
it within USD and see what happens
after that," Aihie said.
He is a mentor for more than just
fellow students and young business
professionals, at home Aihie is a big
brother to three younger brothers
showing them what hard work can
produce.
"It's been really cool lately with
everything I've been doing with
entrepreneur projects, to see my
brothers when I come back home,
they're very proud and want to be
successful as well," Aihie said.
"When I was younger, I was kind of a
knucklehead and didn't really have my
things together so I didn't know how
much of what I did is a huge impact on
them. I think now I've created some
positive steps for them to follow."

Hannah Holmquist/TheVista

Senior Eghosa Aihie create Alumnigy, a mobile app that allows alumni to connect. Aihie along with co-founder Aj Agrawal recently
wone USD'sV2 entrepreneur competition with this successful app.

A large mentor for Aihie is his
father, who taught the value of hard
work at a very young age.
"I didn't really realize until I
started talking to my dad and buying
into what he was saying, that I was
able to create this work ethic of not
giving up and continuing to progress
somehow, so that gave me the initial
push to be an entrepreneur and try to be
successful," Aihie said.
Coming into USD as a football
player, Aihie imagined a very different
future for the end of his college years. "1
had the mentality of playing sports and
get in the NFL and become successful.

It wasn't until I was exposed to
individuals at USD that were a lot more
professional," Aihie said. "With the
people I've become friends with, I've
tended to be close to their parents and
see their successes and how they got to
be where they are."
This influence allowed for Aihie
to become a successful entreprenuer at
the age of 23. Looking forward to 10
years down the road, Aihie sets high
goals for himself. He hopes to start two
businesses, to be an Angel Investor,
own 10 percent of the Golden State
Warriors and hopefully to start a school
of entrepreneurship at USD.
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With all of the recent successes
that Alumnify has achieved, Aihie
still retains the original enthusiasm for
creating a viable business and reaching
the highest professional goals he sets
for himself. "1 don't see Alumnify as
work, it's so fun to me, to be put in
a program and environment where
you have all these successful mentors
just feeding you with knowledge
about something you're so passionate
about," Aihie said. "It is just creating
this chemistry of progress, accelerated
progress."
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Mlost Pbntici^ateS (Performance:
"I have been listening to country since I was really little but have been on the east coast so I didn't even know Stagecoach existed until I came to USD.
1 can't wait to actually see some of my favorite new country singers perform. I am especially excited to see Eric Church because he is one of my favorite
country singers and I've never seen him live before. I'm always just excited to have a weekend of sun, hanging out with friends and listening to great
country music."
- Kendall Tich, Opinion Editor
®
Uy '
"There are a lot of big names performing at the festival this year, from Jason Aldean to Hunter Hayes to Luke Bryan, but the act I'm most excited to see is
by fairFlorida Georgia Line. In the past year, their standout single "Cruise" has taken them from a relatively unknown status to achieving significant
recognition, including both CMT, Billboard Music AMA award nominations. When I attended Stagecoach last year, I only knew their single, but their
performance was so energetic and they seemed so genuinely happy to be there that they quickly became my favorite performance of the entire weekend
Last year, they were the only act to jump off of the main stage and run through the rowdy crowds, and I can't wait for whatever they'll do this year."
- Katelyn Montero, Associate Editor

0 Jew u erjormers:

T V

Stagecoach is offering some amazing up-and-comers. One new name to country/folk that many probably haven't heard of yet is the Wailin'Jennys, who
perform on Friday. This young female country trio forge a unified folk-pop sound, and their new single "All The Stars," is a can't miss for the weekend.
Coming all the way from Knoxville Tennessee, The Black Lillies is another band that will be playing this weekend. With music and lyrics inspired by the
open road,The Black Lillies bring together a sound that's rooted in East Tennessee mixed with the pilings of a van packed with gear, windows down.
They'll be playing on Friday as well.
- Cindy LoPresti

P fie Place to §ta^.

-f ;

I

|

|

RV parks close by have special camping rates and paired with a shuttle pass will allow for convenient travel between campsite and the concert venue.

A hat, a towel, sunscreen, cowboy boots, headbands, anything "America themed
-...

.

TheTestival gives local restaurants to showcase a variety of food and beverages to enjoy over the weekend. Kansas City BBQ society sanctioned the
Stagecoach InvitationaI BBQ Championships, bringing teams from all across the nation to compete for the KCBS California State championship-so
bring your wet wipes! Nothing washes down finger-lickin good food like full bars equipped with enough beer and spirits for even the thirstiest
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Disney's "Frozen" gives a new perspective on love
"Frozen " is this years perfect family film
Elsa's palace, Elsa accidentally sends
out a gush of cold wind that pierces
Anna in the heart. Anna starts to slowly
freeze to death and the only way to save
her is through an act true love. Kristoff
and Olf help Anna make her way back
to Arendelle hoping Hans, Santino
Fontana's voice, can give Anna a true
loves kiss. The only problem with this
is that Anna is not truly in love with
Hans, she is in love with Kristoff.
One of the most captivating
ideas within the film is the idea of
true love. Unlike the majority of other
Disney movies, such as "Snow White,"
"Sleeping Beauty" and "Beauty and
the Beast" where the female characters
are all saved their prince through a kiss,
"Frozen" takes a different approach to
this cliche. Anna, extremely weak from
the ice in her heart, saves her sisters life
from the imposter Hans. This was the
act of true love, a genuine love between
two sisters, which saves Anna's life.
"Frozen" steps outside the norm and
redefines "true love" as something
not limited to romantic love but
encompassing of family love as well.
Overall, this movie is great for
both children and adults because it
makes audiences of all ages laugh and
reiterates the importance of love.

By Rebekah Filliciotto
CONTRIBUTOR
The newest animated Disney
movie "Frozen," which was released
at the end of last year, is one of the
most talked about Disney movies yet.
The plot focuses on the relationship
between two sisters, Anna, who is
voiced-over by Kristen Bell, and Elsa,
who is voiced-over Idina Menzel.
Elsa is born with the ability to
create and turn things into ice simply
with the touch of her hands. After
accidentally injuring her little sister
Anna with her power, Elsa views her
unique ability as a curse and ends up
fleeing from her kingdom in Arendelle,
leaving it in an eternal winter. Anna,
her new friend Kristoff, and a hilarious
snowman, Olaf, embark on a journey
through frigid winds and icy glaciers to
find Elsa. All they want is to bring her
home and restore warmth to Arendelle.
While Elsa is alone in the snowy
mountains, she uses her powers to
create a beautiful ice castle where
she can live in peace, exercising her
icy powers as often as she wants with
no hesitation or concern for hurting
others. Arguably the most popular
scene of the entire movie, Elsa begins
to sing "Let It Go" as she transforms
the snow on the ground into a stunning
ice castle, and herself into a beautiful
ice queen. This uplifting song won an
Academy Award for best original song
and is acknowledged as a monumental
part of the entire movie. The song
embodies Elsa's newfound confidence
in her magic and in herself as she sings
"Let it go, let it go, can't hold it back
anymore." Instead of her power being
something that holds her back and
makes her an outcast, she embraces
it with joy and open arms. Because
she is able to be fully herself away
from Arendelle in the snow, she has
no desire to go back, even though this
means leaving behind her sister Anna.
Despite Elsa flourishing in her
new
home, Anna is determined
to
••>1 > I It) a » ' n >•.'
• ••
find her sister and bring her back to
Arendelle with the help of Kristoff
and Olaf. When Anna finally arrives at

Photos courtesy c

Account Security &
The Heartbleed Bug

Areyou or someone you know
living with COMPUTER PROBLEMS?

Heartbleed is a major server vulnerability. It was
accidentally caused by a programmer 2 years ago
but was just discovered in the 1st week of April,
2014. Servers affected would reply to a special
message with parrts of their memory, possibly
including your passwords or cryptographic keys.

Isn't this old news?
Heartbleed impacted two-thirds of servers S
around the world. While companies were quick
1
flaws Or
to fix servers, we will likely feel the effects of ^erabilities in
Heartbleed for months to come.
,
r

software have
While Heartbleed earned worldwide attention, it been reported to
is just one of many flaws discovered every day. In
3
addition to keeping your computers updated, NIST in the last J
you can follow these password tips.
month

What should you do?

5

Q Change passwords after websites are patched
If a site you use was impacted by Heartbleed, you should change your
password AFTER the site has been patched. Changing you password early
means your new password is also susceptible to theft. USD's student records
& password systems were not impacted by the Heartbleed vulnerability.

• Use unique passwords with each website
Hackers who steal a password from a site will try the password on other sites.
Tip: add a few extra letters at the beginning/end of your password that you
can remember. For example, you could use 2%9mjX+Yo for YouTube and
2%9mjX+Bb for BBC.

• With passwords, longer=stronger
Passwords get harder to crack the longer you make them. If a website allows,
use a sentence as your password. "Toreros crave Tu Mercado sandwiches!" is
much harder for a computer to crack than "TcTMs!"

• Keep your technology updated
Make sure you apply all updates as soon as they're released. This includes
updates for software (Adobe, Java, etc.) and for your mobile devices.
Sources: The Heartbleed Bug, heartbleed.com
NIST National Vulnerability Database, web.nvd.nist.gov/view/vuln

Viruses?
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"Water by the Spoonfull" tackles drugs and addiction
• The Old Globe hosts this dark comendy's West Coast debut
By Christina Belloso
CONTRIBUTOR
From award-winning playwright
Quiara Alegrfa Hudes, comes the
2012 Pulitzer Prize winning play,
"Water by the Spoonful." Making its
west coast debut at the Old Globe, the
play explores themes of the aftermath
of serving in the war, the difficulty
of rekindling relationships and the
persisting demons that come with
substance abuse and addiction.
The play follows the Puerto Rican
former marine Elloiot Ortiz six years
after he first left Iraq. "Water by the
Spoonful" is the second play in the
Elliot Cycle trilogy that chronicles
Elliot's life from a young adult in
combat to being a consultant for a
film on the Iraq War. It's 2009 in
Philadelphia, and Elliot is working at
Subway while struggling to kick-start
an acting career. He's also secretly
dealing with a narcotics addiction,

something he doesn't even reveal to
his close cousin, Yazmin. However, all
comes to a halt when his aunt Ginny
dies, the woman who raised him.
As one door closes with Ginny's
death, another opens when Elliot
is brought back in contact with his
birth mother Odessa Ortiz, an excrack addict. Odessa, a tough yet
compassionate motherly figure,
now
runs an online support group for
recovering crack addicts. Throughout
the play, the audience witnesses two
separate worlds coming together, and
the mending of a shattered relationship
between mother and son.
The play was presented in the
Sheryl and Harvey White Theatre,
characterized by its unique arena stage
design, which allows the audience to
surround the performing actors. The
intimate environment enabled "Water"
to take advantage of the theater's topquality acoustic and sound capabilities.
The trilogy is centered around music
as, "Each play uses a different kind
of music, Bach, Coltrane and Puerto

Rican folk music, to trace the coming
of age of a bright but haunted young
Puerto Rican man," said Hudes.
Alternating laid-back jazzy tunes
with hauntingly evocative violin
melodies simulated the characters'
thoughts and actions and worked to
establish the mood during different
scenes. The audience gets the sense
of the confusion and temptation
to go back to old ways for addicts
through the wavering, and at times
overwhelming
musical
patterns.
"Freedom is a hard thing to express
musically without too much noise,"
says Yazmin, relating to how living a
life free of addiction or worries is what
people always strive for, and that it
should be musically represented in a
celebratory song. The synchronization
of the colorful lighting with the activity
of the internet conversations of the
support group proved to be evoking
for the audience. Since the audience
was in close proximity to the stage,
they felt the power of Elliot smashing
the computer keyboard on the desk,

the joyful comic relief brought on by
the support group's interactions, and
the power of the heated arguments
portraying the difficulties of staying
clean during recovery.
The progression of "Water" was
slow in the beginning and made the
connection between Elliot's real life
and Odessa's virtual one confusing
during the first half. It was only after
the intermission that the audience
finally witnessed the meeting of Odessa
and Elliot in a diner, two worlds finally
clashing and the frustration building
like the inside of a pressure cooker.
Hudes reveals that there's more to
the story in terms of the relationship
between this mother and son.
Acclaimed
director,
Edward
Torres believes, "the biggest challenge
for this play is to be able to stage it in
such a way that the world of the internet
and the various locales are clear and
precise." Torres was successful in
the depiction of the intertwining of
Elliot's life with those of his relatives.
This interconnection was represented

through scenes where all characters
took the stage simultaneously, yet
went about monumental events in their
lives separately. The audience saw the
contrasting images of the characters in
different stages of their lives as well
as their reunion through dealing with
similar hardships.
The actors rendered the perfect
balance between humorous and intense
performance on a topic difficult to
talk about, let alone act out in a play.
Throughout the show the characters
came realize the power of numbers,
support, and that redemption is
attainable.
"Water by the Spoonful" will
exceed all preconceptions about how
addiction should be delineated in the
form of a play. Audiences will form
new perspectives on the lives of addicts
and how much more difficult it is to
try and lead a normal life when it's so
easy to pick up cocaine or that bottle
of pills. "Water by the Spoonful" will
run through May 11 at the Sheryl and
Harvey White Theatre.

Women in History Crossword
Creative Writing

Cold Eggs
The man is an a state of animation. His body in motion. He
is not just another body on the street. Not just walking by
with his head held down. His head is up, eyes out, mouth
open. The traffic between us mutes his words, but I can
see their effect on his body. Every syllable made thrusts
him forward to the brink of insanity and death as the
bus roars by. My food is getting cold yet I feel enamored
to understand him. What is he trying to say? And to who?
He wears a bright blue cap on his head, the color as much
an obstruction as his voice, silenced by deaf ears and loud
mufflers. He needs a soapbox. His frame is short and
slender but that is not why he needs a soapbox. Any box
will do in fact, but he needs to stand on something. He
needs a vessel that shows he is asking to be heard. As it is,
he is an annoyance, embarrassment, something to comment
on before we put our eyes back onto the floor. And as my
lift my eyes from these written words I realize they are
my own form of distraction. Now the blue cap is gone,
leaving me saddened. Though I can't be sure if it because
he is gone or because my eggs and coffee have gone cold.

Across

I. An ancient Egyptiain pharoh
6.American abolitionist and
suffragist who fought for the 19th
amendment
7. Wife of Louis XVI who
was killed during the French
Revolution
10. British prime minister known
as the "Iron Lady."
II.California congresswoman and
first female speaker of the house.
12. Fisrt woman to win the nobel
prize for conducting pioneering
research in radioactivity.

Down

2. Longest serving first lady and
human rights activist.
3. Civil rights activist known for
protesting segregation on a bus.
4. English novelist, author of pride
and prejudice.
5. Author of the most famous
holocaust diary.
7. A Roman Catholic nun and
winner of the Nobel Peace Prize.
8. A Roman Catholic sain that led
France in the Hundred Years War.
9. A deaf and blind woman about
whom the Miracle Worker was
written.

Bv Anastasia Macdonald
ASST. EDITOR ARTS &
CULTURE
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Students show meaningful tattoos for Tattoo Thursday
Tattoos show family; faith and overcoming struggles
Bv Rebekah Filliciotto
CONTRIBUTOR
Sophomore Lindsey Hill got a
tattoo on her ring finger last summer at
Revelation Tattoos in San Diego. The
tattoo says "He>Iwhich means He
(God) is greater than I. "It is my daily
reminder that God is so much bigger
than I am and that I don't have as much
control as I think I do," Hill said.
Lindsey devoted her time to
volunteer at a local high school youth
group last summer. The people she
worked with painted the same logo on
one of the walls of the meeting room to
remind the students that God is more
powerful and more in control than they
are.
"Knowing I will be able to look at
my finger and remember the amazing
relationships that I formed that summer
will never get old for me," said Hill.
This tattoo server as a reminder in her
daily life to let the will of God triumph
over her own will.
Junior Dallas Kessman recently
got a tattoo covering his entire forearm
that signifies his family and each
member in it. The rose on the left
side represents his mother, Linda, and
the rose on the right side is for his
father, Ron. Toward the bottom of the
tattoo, there is a Lotus flower, which
symbolizes his sister.
"She is older than I am and has
different beliefs than I do on some
topics, so I choose the lotus because
it is a unique flower and my sister is a
unique person," Kessman said. He also
said that his sister loves lotus flowers,
which was another reason he used that
particular flower to represent her.
The last component of Kessman's
tattoo is the guitar and wind in the
middle of his forearm. The guitar is
a replica of the one Kessman owns
and plays in his free time. The wind

signifies the struggles and adversity
that has troubled Kessman. After
several injuries, Kessman was forced
to leave the USD football team in order
for his body to heal. Because football
is what he loves to do, Kessman had an
extremely difficult time dealing with
his injuries and leaving the football

team. "My guitar and playing music is
what got me through the dark times,"
Kessman says. Music elevates him
beyond all of his struggles and helps
ease his anxiety about what is yet to
come.
Nick Delgado, an engineering
student at USD, sets himself apart from

Photos courtesy of Rebekah Filliciotto

other students on campus because of a
very unique tattoo he has. Nick has a
tattoo of a compass on his left forearm
that has special meaning to him. The
compass has twelve letters on it.
The four on the outer perimeter
signify the four members of his
immediate family: N is for Nicholas, E
for his father Ernesto, S for his sister
Stephanie, and J for his mother Jana.
"I sometimes joke around that the
tattoo people messed up with the West
initial and put a J instead, but its really
supposed to be like that" said Nick. The

cross directions are the initials of his
four grandparents' first and last names.
Nick got a compass to represent
the fact that his family should guide
his decisions in life. He also says that
his tattoo reminds him where he came
from when ever he feels lost in life. The
compass is cracked, tattered and worn,
shown partially by the shading of the
ink, but it is fully intact. This signifies
that his family, although flawed and
imperfect, is something that Nick can
always fall back on for support and
direction.

Creative Writing of the Week
What 's your college experience?
Byjohn Barnnm
CONTRIBUTOR
Nathan Haber's Journal
28 March -Broke a girl's heart
today. 1 really hate myself. Nicole was
beautiful, smart, funny...but I just had
to screw it up. While it was a relief to
finally tell her I cheated, it didn't feel
great to see her cry. How could I be so
stupid! Almost immediately after that,
Sara said she was seeing someone else.
I guess that's what I deserve anyway.
Now I'm alone. I deserve nothing else,
I am the scum of the earth. I'm sorry,
I'm just really not in the mood to write
right now.

John Curtis' Journal
30 March -I can't say I'm upset
her and that prick Nathan are through.
However, seeing her like this is rather
unbearable. She's been crying for three
days now. She hasn't even gone out
like she usually does. Her roommates
are trying to comfort her, they even
stayed in with her out of solidarity. It
seems as though she benefits greatly
from their support though; however,
when she is alone, she again cries
profusely and when she isn't she...she
does the oddest thing. She just stares at
herself in the mirror. It looks as though
she might be inspecting her face but
I can't be sure, my vantage doesn't
provide enough of a view. I wish
that I could console her and tell her
how much I love her, but I just...I'm
terrified. Besides, then I may have to
explain how I know so much about her.
That I have been following her around
for the whole semester and that I have
been watching her in her room... I have
a feeling she may not take kindly to it.
Oh, she looks as though she is in so
much pain, I wish I could know how
she felt. Nathan has to pay for this.
To hurt someone so beautiful and get
away without a mark...it's not right.
Someone needs to do something, and I
guess that will be me.

Nathan Haber's Journal
31 March -Another day after
another sleepless night. I couldn't focus
in class. I keep seeing her face when I
tell her. It just keeps repeating in my
head like some awful short film you see

in those independent movie awards.
I really wish I had a time machine. I
really wish the world would end. Today
felt like an eternity, but thankfully it has
ended and I can drink myself to sleep.
Not by myself of course, I'm not that
far gone yet. I'll just get irresponsibly
wasted with the guys, they usually do
so for fun on Monday nights. I think
I can pretend to. I can hear them right
now, I'll head over after this. One
more thing that I feel 1 should write
down: I had the weirdest feeling that I
was being followed today. I didn't see
anyone but I just had a weird feeling.

John Curtis' Journal
31 March —Nathan looked much
more melancholy than usual today.
Today was the first time I watched
him carefully, but when I have seen
him at other-times he seemed much
more moronically happy. He didn't
seem to be too interested in his classes
either, although I do grant him that his
classes were as simple as they were
painfully boring. "College Algebra?"
"Chemistry and Society?" it's like he's
a child. I was able to learn his Monday
routine though. He ends at noon and
then sleeps in his room all day. Jesus!
He is still sleeping. Is he really that
sleep deprived? He only woke up at 8,
when did he get to bed? He needs to
take care of himself better... wait, why
do I care? I hope the piece of crap dies
for what he did to my beloved Nicole.
I'm not going to do anything yet, I need
to learn his routine for tomorrow in
case there are any changes. Oh look at
that, he's finally getting up...
Later -5 hours now they have
been drinking in that Craig kid's room.
Wait...okay now it's been 5. I can't
imagine how much they have drunk,
they closed their windows so I can't see
inside but from the window I can hear
the distinct sound of ping pong balls
and shot glasses clinking. They should
all really be in a coma right now.

Nathan Haber's Journal
1 April -Today was awful! I was
probably the most hung over I have
been in my entire life. I barely got
out of bed. I'm surprised I was able
to make it through my classes. 1 don't
even remember what happened last
night. My id card is missing and I woke
up covered in mud. Did we leave the
room? Okay it's starting to come back

to me now, I think we did leave the
room. I can't remember what we did
though. What did I do with my id card?
The next couple of days are going
to be irritating, I hope it shows up
somewhere. I really don't want to get
a new one. Hopefully I can get some
sleep tonight, I don't have any booze to
knock me out.

John Curtis' Journal
1 April -I was able to begin
Nathan's punishment last night.
Eventually they left the room (god
knows why) and when their little click
passed by me I tried to pick out Nathan.
He in the back, and it appeared he was
there for a reason; for he could barely
stand, much less walk. As they passed
by me I just sort of...let's say "aided"
his falling face first in a pile of mud. Not
that it was very difficult, he may well
have fallen on his own. The best part
was that he thought it was his fault. He
began quickly and nervously saying,
"Sorry, sorry, I'm sorry" However he
was incredibly drunk so it came out
more like: "sorupp, sowee, am sow"
His friends thought so too, they started
laughing and said, "don't mind our
friend, he's a little um, sick." When
they continued on their misguided
journey I recognized that the fall had
shaken loose Nathan's id. I could have
wished for greater luck! If there were a
god I would thank him. Not only will
the absence of his id terrorize him, but
now I have access to his room. All I
have to do is figure out his door code.
I have learned the rest of his routine
and he is going to bed now so I can put
more mischief in action...
Later -I have done very well
tonight. I searched outside his dorm for
the car with the most unpleasing alarm.
I tried not to arouse too much suspicion
whist I was jumping on bumpers. I
found one eventually that did the trick.
I could see Nathan turning and turning
in his bed because he couldn't sleep.
Tonight was good, but it was only the
beginning. I have something really
special planned for our heartbreaker
tomorrow. I can't wait!

Nathan Haber's Journal
2 April - I didn't get any sleep
last night. Literally, I have been awake
29 hours straight. I'm writing now
because the caffeine hasn't worn off
yet.. .to be continued

Photo courtesy of _foxy_
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"Reckless" leaves audiences breathless
Richard Steer directs a successfull run of "Reckless " at USD
By Chelsea MelJn
CONTRIBUTOR
The USD Studio Theater's
production of "Reckless" is beyond
entertaining.
When the stage was lit and the
actors appeared, audiences were
completely blown away by this
nonsensical, but is ultimately thought
provoking show. "Reckless" conveys a
message each audience members must
figure out for themselves.
"Reckless" is about the journey
of Rachel, a suburban housewife, who
must flee after her husband takes out a
contract on her life. She's bubbly and
has a tendency to ramble, but her heart
is in the right place.
Megan Storti, the actor who
portrays Rachel, is hysterical and
perfect for the role. She's quirky, and
even though her character annoys

other characters and some audience
members, it's impossible not to love
her.
The obstacles Rachel must
overcome in the play would make the
average human being go insane, but
she remains positive and acts as a bit
of an inspiration.
Because Rachel appears relatively
insane to the people around, it makes
logical sense that she see a therapist.
Rachel's doctors, all played by Tyler
Kent, may be just as quirky as her,
but they had the audience falling out
of their seats laughing. One particular
doctor is an imitation of Sigmund
Freud, and represents the long and
hysterical journey Rachel and her
doctors will undertake.
Rachel is lost when she escapes
from her husband. She has no place
to go until she comes across a kind
stranger named Lloyd, who invites her

to stay with him and his wife, Pooty.
Lloyd, played by Lowell Byers, and
Pooty, played by Lindsay Brill, were a
delight to watch on the stage.
"Reckless" is full of funny
characters, but Lloyd and Pooty brought
something more to the play than others.
Their usage of sign language was
interesting and unexpected. Lloyd and
Pooty communicate with one another
only through sign language. With the
introduction of Rachel to their little
family, all three engage in a mixture
of dialogue and sign language. It
was interesting to watch and quite
impressive, something different from
previous productions of other plays.
The entire play is centered around
Christmas, a usually joyous occasion
for most people. However, for the
characters of this play, the holidays
are a series of unfortunate events. The
issues of this play are serious, but t

hey come off as lightheaded.
Death is a prevailing theme of the
play. Rachel tries to escape death. Her
presence never seems quite permanent
in the play. Rachel is always on the
move, but some unexpected encounter
with death, or avoidance of death,
always lurks.
The entire stage including its
props is blue, with the exception of a
red rectangular frame hanging above.
When seeing a play audiences are
always concerned with getting a
good seat, but with this production of
"Reckless" the actors utilize the entire
stage, insuring all of the audience.
The Old Globe and the USD
graduate program's partnership on
"Reckless" was a huge success. With
the amazing talent of the actors, the
director and members of the creative
team, this wonderful production of
"Reckless" left the audience in awe.
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1East and West tip off as NBA Playoffs begin
Teams fight for chance to play in the Finals
By Katie Lange
CONTRIBUTOR

HUNTER JAMESON
SPORTS EDITOR
Most college basketball players
dream of making it to the NBA, with
some having the opportunity and
skill to enter the draft following their
freshman year. The decision to leave
their teammates and a shot at a national
championship competes with the
millions of dollars that are guaranteed
through signing a contract with an
NBA team.
Lately, the trend has been for the
most talented freshman to leave their
college coaches, teammates and fans
for the NBA draft and often struggle in
their first few years in the league. The
Kentucky Wildcats have experienced
this more than any college team in the
last few years. In 2010, the Wildcats
had two freshman guards get drafted in
the first round, No. 1 overall pick John
Wall and No. 29 Daniel Orton. The
following year guard Brandon Knight
was chosen No. 8 overall.
In 2012, the first three picks of
the draft were all freshman including
Anthony Davis and Michael KiddGilchrist, both from Kentucky. In that
draft, eight freshman were chosen
in the first round, showing that NBA
General Managers like the idea of
drafting a young player with the hopes
of turning him into a star. By doing
this, coaches and trainers can work
with these players and help them get a
lot stronger to fit their body types. The
appeal of money, especially when you
are talking about millions of dollars, is
something that seems impossible for a
20-year-old kid to turn down.
This is a very tough decision, but
the result is almost a win-win. If the
player chooses to leave their college
team, they will make a lot of money at
such a young age that can make life a
lot easier and can also provide for their
parents. On the other hand, the player
will be missing out on the memories
that come with the college experience
while playing for a top-notch program.
The fans have most likely grown to
love you during your freshman year,
as you have become the "Big Man
on Campus" as just a freshman. The
students probably wear your jersey all
around campus and would be ecstatic
to see you play even one more year.
Sometimes, one freshman that chooses
to stay another year can give the entire
school hope for national championship.
This year, there are more talented
and hyped freshman than I have noticed
in years. Some of the notable players
are Kansas Jayhawks Andrew Wiggins
and Joel Embiid, Duke star forward
Jabari Parker, Kentucky forward
Julius Randle, Arizona forward Aaron
Gordon and Syracuse guard Tyler
Ennis. Each of these players were
critical to their team's success and
would pretty much guarantee a shot
at a national championship if they had
chosen to return. Wiggins is only 19
years old, standing 6'8" and weighing
200 pounds. He arguably has the most
hype of ay of the freshman and has
been compared to NBA stars Kevin
Durant and Tracy McGrady.
The problem with staying another
year is the possibility of getting injured
or not performing as well. I think they
should pay attention to their draft
stock, and take advantage of the fact
that they might get drafted early in
the first round. Colleges shouldn't feel
betrayed, because any person in this
situation would lean towards money
and professional basketball over
having to take more classes. I think
most of these players are making the
right move by declaring for the draft
because the hype can't get higher than
it is right now. Even if they returned
for their sophomore season and did just
as well, their appeal might not be as
high because they are a year older or
revealed a weakness in their game that
wasn't apparent during their freshman
year. I expect Wiggins and Parker to
have the most success in their first year
in the NBA because their talent level
and size will easily transition from
college to professional basketball. If
Wiggins gains weight, he has all the
tools to be consistent all star in the
years to come.

The regular season of the NBA
ended last week and the playoffs have
just begun as of this past Saturday, April
19. The East and the West conferences
are both stacked with solid competition
as the race to the NBA Finals begins.
During this past 2013-2014
season, leaders emerged from both
the East and the West conferences
including top MVP prospects LeBron
James and Kevin Durant, who racked
up a total of 32 points per game for
the Oklahoma City Thunder and was
the NBA scoring leader. Chris Paul of
the Los Angeles Clippers led in assists
with 10.7 per game and his teammate,
DeAndre Jordan, was the rebounds
leader with 13.6 rebounds per game.
The
likely
predictions for
Defensive Player of the Year are Serge
Ibaka, Marc Gasol and Joakim Noah.
Rookie of the Year could potentially go
to Michael Carter-Williams or Victor
Oladipo; all had standout seasons.
Some teams had disappointing
seasons this year. The Lakers played
the majority of the season without their
leader, Kobe Bryant, who was out with
an initial Achilles injury and then an
injury to his left knee. From the East,
the Knicks' season was troubling as
well. The team had all of the talent to
earn a NBA title but could not get their
chemistry together, which served as a
hindrance during most of their season.
At the end of the regular season
the top teams that are predicted to
see themselves in the Finals are the
Spurs, Pacers, Thunder and Heat. The
matchups for the playoffs include the
top eight teams from the West and the
East conferences.

Image Courtesy of Keith Allison/Wiki Commons

Left: Oklahoma CltyThunder forward Kevin Durant is a favorite to win the league's Most Valuable Player award this year. Right:
Chicago Bulls center Joakim Noah is one of the top candidates for Defensive Player of the Year.

The matchups for the West are
the (1) San Antonio Spurs v. (8) Dallas
Mavericks, (2) Oklahoma City Thunder
v. (7) Memphis Grizzlies, (3) Los
Angeles Clippers v. (6) Golden State
Warriors and (4) Houston Rockets v.
(5) Portland Trailblazers. In the East it
is the (1) Indiana Pacers v. (8) Atlanta
Hawks, (2) Miami Heat v. (7) Charlotte
Bobcats, (3) Toronto Raptors v. (6)
Brooklyn Nets and (4) Chicago Bulls
v. (5) Washington Wizards.
After a heartbreaking loss to

the Heat in last year's Finals, the
Spurs have been the team of the year
coming out strong with a solid 62
wins, securing home-court advantage
throughout the playoffs. They are the
team to beat during the playoffs but
have a large chance of going to the
Finals once again to try and claim the
title this time around. No matter how
good the Spurs are, Durant, Russell
Westbrook and the Thunder will pose a
huge threat in the West as they are also
predicted to be in the Finals.

As for the East, the Heat and the
Pacers will likely battle for a seat in the
Finals as James and Wade, who was out
for 28 games this season, will continue
to be major contributors and roadblocks
for Paul George and the Pacers.
No matter the predictions, teams
similar to the Los Angeles Clippers,
loaded with growing talent and
experienced Chris Paul could rise to
the top to make appearances in the later
playoff rounds and even to the Finals.

Left: Senior infielder Josh Goossen-Brown swings during an at-bat in a game against Santa Clara. Right: Redshirt sophomore Jerod Smith makes a play for theToreros.

Baseball swept by Santa Clara
Losses bring USD s conference record to 11-7

By Matt Roberson
STAFF WRITER

USD baseball's roller coaster
season has hit another drop. The
Toreros were swept at home over Easter
break by the Santa Clara Broncos, a
West Coast Conference opponent. The
weekend sweep brought the Toreros'
losing streak to four games following a
loss to the University of Oregon Ducks
on April 14. This marks the second time
this season the Toreros have dropped
four in a row, matching an ugly stretch
in late March against Washington
State and Loyola Marymount. USD's
record in conference games drops to
11-7, putting them in third place in the
WCC as of April 20 behind Pepperdine
and Loyola Marymount. They have
the second best overall record of any
team in the WCC at 25-14. The wins
for Santa Clara brought their record
against conference opponents above
.500, as they now sit at 8-7 in the
conference and 17-22 overall, hoping
to use their Easter winning streak to
resurrect their season.
The Toreros surrendered only 19
runs over the four losses, squandering

solid pitching performances from
junior Lucas Long and senior Louie
Lechich on April 18 and 19. In both of
these games, the Toreros failed to get
a single extra base hit, settling for 16
singles. Long was especially brilliant
in his start, going eight innings while
striking out nine Broncos and scattering
only six hits, all of which were singles.
He was saddled with an unfortunate
loss as a result of two unearned runs
in a game which saw USD commit an
eye-popping five errors. This was the
Toreros' undoing throughout the losing
streak, with at least one error in each
outing for a not-so-grand total of 11
errors in four games. Head coach Rich
Hill and his team will hope to rebound
in their next two home games against
the Long Beach State 49ers and UC
Riverside Highlanders, members of the
Big West Conference. If recent history
tells us anything, nonconference
opponents could be an Easter gift for
this Torero squad. They have won three
of their last four games outside the
WCC and hold a 14-7 out of conference
record as of April 20.
While USD will look back on
this part of the season as a dark spot,
Santa Clara will see a sparkling ray
of sunshine. As well as raising their

conference record into the plus-side,
the Broncos also got their first sweep
of 2014. Santa Clara's Peter Hendron
and Reece Karalus were kings of the
hill during the weekend series at USD.
Hendron and Karalus- both sophomore
pitchers from the state of Washington
- combined to give up zero runs over
11.2 innings. Hendron got the start on
Friday night and delivered a pristine
pitching performance, allowing five
hits over seven innings and earning
the win. Karalus came in for the save
in that game by sitting down five
straight Torero hitters. He was nothing
short of extraordinary throughout the
entire series, notching two saves and
a win while not allowing a single hit
over 4.2 innings of work. Perhaps
the most impressive thing about the
Broncos' sweep is the fact that they
entered the series with a record of 3-27
in their last 30 games against USD.
Behind Hendron, Karalus and senior
outfielders Greg Harisis and Casey
Munoz, the Broncos were able to
match that total in one weekend. Head
coach Dan O'Brien told Santa Clara's
official baseball website, "These guys
really care about each other, and have
been stepping up for one another all
year, so I'm fired up, but certainly not

surprised."
The Toreros will remain at home
for the two games against Long Beach
State and UC Riverside before heading
north to meet the Pacific Tigers and
Cal State Fullerton Titans. Santa Clara
will head home to face the Stanford
Cardinal and Loyola Marymount Lions.
USD is roughly a month away from the
beginning of the WCC championship in
Stockton, CA. The tournament, which
will kick off on May 22, features only
the top four teams from the conference.
The Toreros will qualify if they are
able to hold on to the third seed in the
conference, while Santa Clara will have
to battle with the Gonzaga Bulldogs
and Pacific Tigers for the fourth spot. If
USD wins the conference tournament
it will be their second straight WCC
championship and give them backto-back appearances in the NCAA
Tournament. Santa Clara has not
appeared in the NCAA Tournament
since winning consecutive conference
tournament championships in 1996
and 1997. Like basketball, a selection
committee selects the teams for the
NCAA Tournament that do not win
their own conference tournament.
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Left: Padres outfielder Alexi Amarista swings at a pitch from Cleveland Indians pitcher Danny Salazar at a spring training game hosted by USD earlier this season. Right: Padres shortstop Everth Cabrera steps up to bat against
the Cleveland Indians.

Padres open season off to slow offensive start
San Diego looks to improve on 9-11 record

Bv Aidan Breaux
CONTRIBUTOR

So far, the Padres are staying on
the same pace. As of April 20, their
record was 9-10, just below a .500
winning percentage. In order to stay in
the hunt for October, the Padres need
to battle hard against the teams who
matter most, the Los Angeles Dodgers
and the San Francisco Giants. Both of
these teams currently lead the National
League West Division and are rivals
for the Padres since they consistently
make playoff runs late in the season.
The Padres came out on opening night,
March 30, and beat the Dodgers 3-1
but then lost the remaining two games
of the series. In an exchange with the
Rockies, the Padres split the fourgame series 2-2. Over the weekend, the
team showed that they could contend
with the Giants by winning two out of
three games. This week, they go out
on the road for three series to face the

The 2014 Major League Baseball
season is finally in full swing. This
year marks the Padres' 46th season in
the league and the team's 10th season
at PETCO Park. For the past seven
seasons, the Padres have not been
able to make the playoffs. Fans have
been seeing mirages of postseason
glory each summer, only to be let
down by the time September rolled
around. Although the Padres failed to
acquire a lot of promising prospects
in the offseason, the number one rule
in baseball stands true: Anything can
happen. With an arsenal of young talent,
the Padres are looking to develop their
players' confidence and focus on one
main goal, getting to the playoffs.

Brewers, Nationals, and the Giants.
Now is the time to improve their road
game record and catch up with the
division-leading Dodgers, who sit only
three games above the Padres in the NL
West.
The Padres lack the big name
players that other teams have, but some
of their players are starting to make
a name for themselves this season.
Starting pitcher Andrew Cashner is
one of these players, which earned
him recognition on a billboard on
Morena Blvd. Right now, he has the
29th-best Earned Run Average (ERA)
in baseball; 2.10 runs on average are
scored against him every time he
pitches. With his huge beard and swag
mullet, he shut out the Detroit Tigers,
pitching an impressive one-hitter with
a career high 11 strikeouts. The Tigers ,
are a well known offensive powerhouse

with great players like Miguel Cabrera, post-season.
No matter what happens this
who is considered by many to be the
best player in baseball. Cashner's season, fans will enjoy their time at
performance against the Tigers has PETCO Park. There are promotional
turned heads, and many are starting to events for just about every home game
believe in the Padre's potential in the throughout the season. College Night
bullpen. The same cannot be said for takes place on every Thursday Padres
game. On this night, students can
the Padres' offense.
The Padres are ranked last in the purchase discounted tickets when they
majors for runs scored with an average show their school IDs. There is always
of just 2.8 per game. Pitchers can only a very fun vibe down at PETCO Park.
help to a certain degree. The majority of The park itself is one of the nicest
the starters are throwing slightly above new stadiums in all of major league
a 3.5 ERA, so the problem is obvious: baseball. They are doing well so far for
the bats need to get flowing. Players the players that they have acquired and
are not performing according to their developed. This is a young squad that
career averages, but somehow they can beat the best teams in their league
have managed to keep a record of 9-10. on any given day. As confidence builds,
If the offense could just compliment they will only get better. This year,
what the defense has been able to do one trip to PETCO Park to see some
recently, the team will be able to stay baseball will actually make fans want
on track for that goal of reaching the to come back.

ial and master's
n at Azusa Pacific.
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Left:The team celebrates after scoring a run in a series againt St. Katherine College. Right: Freshman outfielder Anton Myskiw runs to his teammates after securing a spot in the regional playoffs in Cedar City, UT.

USD club baseball clinches a trip to playoffs
The Toreros travel to Utah for first postseason appearance in program history
By Hunter Jameson
SPORTS EDITOR
The USD Club Baseball team
has made tremendous strides over the
last year, going from a roster of just 10
players to 21 competitive athletes for
the 2013-2014 season. The team plays
most of their games at the Francis
Parker School, located up Linda Vista
just minutes from USD.
Head coach Josh Schroeder has a
lot to do with the improvement of the
program and getting players to join
the team. Schroeder graduated from
USD in spring 2013 with a degree in
Industrial and Systems Engineering.
Freshman third baseman Jake
Gray became interested in joining the
team after the Alcala Bazaar, in the
Fall. "They did a lot more recruiting
this year. There were a bunch of flyers
everywhere telling people to sign up
for club baseball and they did a really
good job," Gray said.

The team has an overall pitcher while also going four for nine
record of 16-3 with very impressive with two doubles.
The team is filled with very
wins against UC San Diego, Arizona
State University, Cal State Northridge talented players ranging from freshmen
and Loyola Marymount University. ,through seniors who have a passion for
The only losses of the season were two baseball. Gray has enjoyed playing
at UC Santa Barbara and one against for the team,this year as a freshman.
"I loved playing in high school and
Northridge.
The USD club baseball team wanted to do something where I could
won the District Eight conference still have a lot of fun and just play
championship with two wins against baseball," he said.
The captains this year are
the St. Katherine College Firebirds,
clinching a playoff berth for the juniors Cohen and Daniel Leon, and
first time in program history. Junior sophomore Neil Bruner. The team has
centerfielder Jeff Cohen was the leader accomplished a lot this season and
on offense for the Toreros, going four hopes to continue this success as the
for six with a double and home run. year ends. They travel to Cedar City,
Senior shortstop Chris Thompson UT on May 2 for the regional playoffs
added a home run in the second game, with the hopes of advancing to the
Club Baseball World Series.
which was crucial in a close 7-6 win.
"We really haven't gotten much
The Toreros clinched a spot in
the playoffs with their second win of attention, so it'd be nice to put them
the series and the momentum rolled on the map and do really well," Gray
into Sunday. In the final game of the said. "If we win there, we get to go to
series, USD club baseball dominated Kentucky for the Club Baseball World
the Firebirds in a 15-5 victory. Junior Series."
pitcher Alan Kunst was the winning

Club Baseball 2013-2014 Roster
Seniors

Sophomores

Peter Cannamela-2B,C,P
Michael Chipperfield-C,2B, P
John Dawdy-OF
Patrick Morgan-1B ,P
Chris Thompson-P,3B

Neil Bruner-P,3B
Nick Greco-2b,C
Scot Leer-OF
Ryan Pollack-C,P

Juniors

Freshmen

Jeff Cohen-OF
Allan Kunst-P,2B
Daniel Leon-3B, SS
Jake Rudman-SS,C
Sean Vogel-2b,P
Reid Wagner-OF,2B

Timmy Berend-P,OF
Jake Gray-3b,OF
Paul Huiras-OF
Ian Lituchy-P,1B
Anton Myskiw-OF
Mike Halamek-P,1B

hoto Courtesy ot lan Lituchy

Left: Senior ChrisThompson throws a pitch during a game against Arizona State earlier this season. Right: Freshman Jake Gray, senior Michael Chipperfield and junior Daniel Leon rush to celebrate with the team after a win.

